
MUSICAL MADNESS!
East Cobb Quilt Guild 23/24 Challenge Quilt



The Rules!

◦ Your entry should represent one of your favorite pieces of 
music as a quilt!

◦ Be imaginative with respect to Melody, Harmony, Rhythm, 
Timbre, Form and where the quilt be presented! I will 
elaborate on these later.

◦ Your quilt may be made in any manner: machined, hand 
done, pieced, appliqué, embellished, traditional, modern, 
or mixed techniques.

◦ It must have three quilted layers.

◦ Minimum size is 30” on each side, and maximum size is 60” 
on each side. But it needn’t be square or rectangular! (A 
piano shaped quilt?!) but it must have a minimum binding 
length of 120” and a maximum of 240”.

◦ It must be made between January 2023 and January 2024.

◦ You must be a current guild member to participate in the 
challenge.

◦ And you should expect to show your quilt at the January 
2024 meeting with an audible snippet of the music that 
motivated you!



Some 
Inspiration!



Double Reeds



Brass













Concert Tees?



And of course, the quilting…



WHAT NOW?!



Pick a few 
favorites!

◦ Then listen for:

◦ MELODY (Conjunct? Disjunct? Range? Speed?)
◦ HARMONY (Homophonic? Polyphonic? 

Monophonic?)
◦ RHYTHM/TEMPO (Slow? Quick? Shifts often? 

Involved or not?)
◦ TIMBRE (The color of the sound, the performing 

forces?)
◦ FORM (What are the big sections? Sonata? 

Verses? Is it Through Composed?)
◦ VENUE (Recital Hall? Home? Church? Arena?)



Color?
◦ If you’re choosing a song from the Blues genre, then 

perhaps your predominant color is Blue. A Christmas 
carol might have a lot of Green and Red, etc.

◦ But you might like to select colors based on the Key! 
Some people think pitches have colors! They have 
what is called Synesthesia. Here is a chart, but you 
can find other charts online.



HAVE A 
GOOD TIME!

Do not hesitate to ask questions! We’ll find an answer!
Beau Palmer, Challenge Chair 23/24


